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and know]edge can. only resuit from the union of the two.
Further reference to the nature of this union is here unneces-
sary. To divorce these elements is to advocate an impracti-
cable idealisni on the one band, or a fruitless sensationalism
on the other. Between these two extrernes, the probleni of
knowledge has oseillated, not only since Kant, but froni the
tume of the iEleatics.and Atomists, in the early days of Grecian
speculation.

Similarly with the problem of ethies. Here we have, on the
one hand, the naked law of duty held up before us in our prac-
tical reason, and on the other, ail the ernotional influences that
corne from our richly endowed nature, and frorn pain or pleas-
ure, actual or prospective, in this life and the life to corne. The
empirical moralist-utilitarian or evolutionist, or both-is work-
ing with the one factor, and the intuitionist with the other.
Both theories contain an element, not a monopoly, of truth, and

* it may be possible that a union may be cffected similar to
that accornplished in a theory of knowledge.

The second p)oint nientioned, '<that the aum of conduet is
not abstract virtue, but fulness and richness of life," deserves
more than a passing notice.
sAwteisneoscingdas abstrcte or geerle ton haigo
sAil etee is inidas, concrete As Beerele lotong haig

ontloica raliy.AU uc exstonly intemid, and even
herethe ar paticlar no geera orabstract. So, also, in

ethic-s, ail moral growth and development are connected with
individuals. The development of the race means the develop-
ment of the individuals composing the race, and virtue and
inorality are secured and made real when an individual life

more or less perfectly realizes the ideals of virtue. As there is

no such thing as knowledge in general, so neither is there mor-i ality in general.
lu the moral life, we begin with some individual act, just as

In all our efforts to obtain knowledg-e we begin with some
individual areality, unconscious of the thought law underlying
the one or of the ethical ideal iniplicit in the other. Our latest

discoveries are often but the consciou-s realization of what we
have often unconscioudy possessed £rom the beginning. Invo-
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